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Abstract—
Indoor localization is becoming an emerging requirement in
many large shopping malls. Existing indoor localization systems,
however, require exhausted system bootstraps and calibration
phases. The huge sunk cost usually hinders practical deployment
of the indoor localization systems in large shopping malls. In
contrast, we observe that floor-plan images of large shopping
malls, which highlight the positions of many shops, are widely
available in Google Maps, Gaode Maps, Baidu Maps, etc. According to several observed shops, people can localize themselves
(called self-localization). However, due to the requirements of
geometric sense and space transformation, not all people get
used to this way. In this paper, we propose EyeLoc, which
uses smartphone vision to enable accurate self-localization on a
floor-plan image. EyeLoc addresses several challenges, including
developing a ubiquitous smartphone vision system, extracting
efficient vision clues and achieving robust measurement error
mitigation. We implement EyeLoc in Android and evaluate its
performance in emulated environment, two large shopping malls
and a semi-outdoor large Outlets. The results show that the 90percentile errors of localization and heading direction are 5.97 m
and 20◦ in 70,000 m2 malls.

I. I NTRODUCTION
OWADAYS, the physical layout of many large shopping
malls is becoming more and more complex [1]. As
there are many location-based activities (e.g., shopping, eating,
watching movies) in large shopping malls, indoor localization
is becoming an important service for people. Although outdoor
localization (i.e., GPS) has been put into practice for many
years, there is still no practical deployed indoor localization
systems.
Many indoor localization systems rely on pre-collected
information (e.g., Wi-Fi signals [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7], lamp
positions [8] [9] [10], scene images [11] [12] [13] and magnetic fingerprints [14] [15]), called site survey, to construct
a localizable map. In large shopping malls, the site survey
usually incurs extensive bootstrap overhead which hinders
corresponding approaches from widespread adoption. Even
when the site survey is accomplished, the information needs
to be timely updated and calibrated to ensure the accuracy.
Moreover, some indoor localization systems [5] require custom
hardware, which is not supported in commodity smartphones.
Our core question is can we set up a plug-and-play indoor
localization system in large shopping malls with commodity
smartphones? We notice a possible way by leveraging the
widely available floor-plan images, which can be obtained
from indoor map providers (e.g., Google Maps, Gaode Maps,
Baidu Maps, etc.). Those floor-plan images contain positions
of many shops, called Point of Interests (POI). POIs are used
as visual hints when users try to manually localize themselves.
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This kind of nonautomatic self-localization usually requires
users to have good geometric sense and the ability of space
transformation. To reduce users’ mental work and provide realtime localization service, we refine the question as can users
automatically obtain their positions on floor-plan images from
their smartphones just like traditional outdoor localization
systems such as Google Maps and Baidu Maps? In this sense,
it is possible to achieve a plug-and-play indoor localization
system by bridging this gap.
In this paper, we propose EyeLoc, a step towards plugand-play indoor localization in large shopping malls. The key
idea of EyeLoc is to imitate human self-localization with
smartphone vision. After obtaining a floor-plan image, EyeLoc
uses scene text detection/recognition techniques to extract a
set of POIs from the image. The recognized texts are used to
identify different POIs and their corresponding text bounding
boxes provide the approximate POI positions in the floor-plan
coordinate system (called floor-plan space). Correspondingly
in real space (called vision space), a user holds his/her smartphone and turns a 360◦ circle. The smartphone automatically
shoots a series of images (called view image), which contain
the surrounding POI signs. For those observed POIs, EyeLoc
extracts their texts and geometric constraints in vision space,
which are further used to match the user’s position in floorplan space.
Technically, EyeLoc develops several novel methods to
address three challenges. First, there is a big difference between human vision system and smartphone vision system.
Human vision system is a binocular system that supports
estimating the direction and distance of an object. Most of the
smartphones, however, only have one camera which is hard to
achieve direction and distance measurements in a light-weight
way with existing vision methods. We develop an accurate
and ubiquitous monocular vision system which is available
on most smartphones. We construct the constant geometric
constraints of 3 observed POIs to enable position matching
between floor-plan space and visual space. Second, to extract
the directions of different POIs, text detection and recognition
are necessary, but usually time-consuming. To reduce the
processing time of POI extraction, an outlier image filtering
method and a sparse image processing method are designed.
Third, the measurement errors from motion sensors and floorplan images may incur inaccurate position matching, for which
we design an error-resilient method.
We implement EyeLoc on Android smartphones and evaluate its performance in an office environment, two large
shopping malls (7,500m2 and 10,000m2 ) and a semi-outdoor
large Outlets (70,000m2 ). The evaluation results show that the
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90-percentile errors of localization and heading direction can
achieve 5.97 m and 20◦ . The contributions of this paper are
as follows.
• We propose EyeLoc, a smartphone vision enabled plugand-play indoor localization in large shopping malls. No
site survey nor periodical calibration of floor map is
required.
• We develop a ubiquitous smartphone vision system and
corresponding geometric localization model. To guarantee the localization accuracy and processing efficiency,
we propose countermeasures to address several practical
challenges.
• We implement EyeLoc on Android smartphones and
evaluate its performance in an office environment and
two large shopping malls. The evaluation results show
that EyeLoc is effective in both localization accuracy and
processing efficiency.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II
introduces the overview of EyeLoc. Section III illustrates the
detailed design of EyeLoc. Section IV and Section V show the
details of EyeLoc implementation and evaluation, respectively.
Section VI summarizes the related work. Finally, we conclude
our work in Section VII.
II. E YE L OC OVERVIEW
Plug-and-play outdoor localization has been successfully
achieved on smartphones with the help of GPS. Referring to
the criteria of GPS-based outdoor localization, EyeLoc has
two goals:
• Plug-and-play. EyeLoc should not assume any extra bootstrap cost (e.g., site survey, system calibration) in large
shopping malls. Moreover, EyeLoc should not require
users to own any prior knowledge or follow complex
smartphone operations.
• Efficient and robust. Facing computation-intensive image
processing and various measurement errors from motion
sensors and floor-plan images, EyeLoc should be able to
accurately localize a user with short processing time.
To meet the first goal, EyeLoc is inspired by two observations. First, the indoor floor-plan images of shopping malls
(e.g., shown in Fig. 1(a)) can be easily fetched from indoor
map providers through Android and iOS APIs. The other
observation is that people are used to turning around to observe
surrounding POIs and localize themselves. After fetching the
floor-plan images, EyeLoc enables the self-localization of the
smartphone through absorbing data from the on-board motion
sensors and camera. No bootstrap cost or user training is
involved.
Fig. 1 is an example showing how EyeLoc works in a plugand-play manner. Alice is lost in a large shopping mall and she
wants to go to H&M. As Alice opens EyeLoc on her smartphone, the corresponding floor-plan image is automatically
fetched. She holds the smartphone and turns a 360◦ circle,
during which the camera and motion sensors keep working.
This operation is called circle shoot. With input data from
the camera and motion sensors, EyeLoc extracts geometric
information of surrounding POIs (e.g., GAP, UGG, MISS
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(a) Indoor Floor-plan Image

(b) Circle Shoot

Fig. 1. Illustration of an example of the EyeLoc innovation.

SIXTY, Calvin Klein). Meanwhile, EyeLoc uses text detection
and recognition techniques to find the POI positions on the
floor-plan image. Finally, EyeLoc projects Alice’s position and
heading direction onto the floor-plan image.
The involvement of image processing significantly increases
the difficulty to meet the second goal. As Fig. 1 illustrates,
EyeLoc depends on text detection and recognition techniques
to extract POI signs from view images. Text detection and
recognition for color images have been widely studied in
the past decade, especially with deep learning models like
convolutional neural networks. A few open-source models
(e.g., OpenCV [16], Tesseract [17]) are also available on
smartphones. Smartphones can also utilize cloud service from
companies like Google, Baidu, etc. However, none of the two
approaches can achieve real-time execution due to computation
overhead on images or extra network delay. This contradiction
demands us to design an efficient method to extract enough
geometric information without incurring long processing latency. We have two intuitions for the method design. First,
since the extracted POIs with error geometric information
is useless even harmful for localization, we should not deal
with those view images of low quality. Second, we observe
that the view images are usually redundant for extracting the
geometric information of an observed POI. Hopefully, we
can only select a subset of those view images which contain
equivalent geometric information of the observed shops as the
whole set does for further processing.
On the other hand, various measurement errors are invertible
and may lead to inaccurate localization. For example, as shown
in Fig. 1(c), the text bounding boxes of the four observed
shops may be not exactly aligned to that of the corresponding
shop signs that appeared in vision space. To mitigate potential
errors and achieve robust localization, our observation is that
the spatial POI distribution is usually dense in large shopping
malls, which means multiple POIs are available. Hopefully,
we can use the redundant information to refine the estimated
user position.
In comparison with human binocular vision system, EyeLoc
develops a monocular vision system, which is accurate and
ubiquitous for smartphones. EyeLoc enables user position
matching between vision space and floor-plan space with
constant geometric constraints of observed POIs. The system
architecture of EyeLoc is shown in Fig. 2, including three parts
as follows.
Raw Data Collection. The first part is to fetch floor-plan
images from indoor map providers and collect raw information
of view images from circle shoot. According to the coarse
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Fig. 2. Illustration of the system architecture of EyeLoc.

A. Smartphone Vision System
We intend to define a ubiquitous smartphone vision system
to fetch the geometric relationship between a smartphone and
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Fig. 3. Direction and distance measurement with circle shoot.
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III. E YE L OC D ESIGN
To relieve humans of self-localization, EyeLoc achieves
plug-and-play localization in large shopping malls. Due to
the fundamental difference between the vision principle of
humans and smartphones, we first establish the smartphone
vision system and illustrate the geometric localization model.
To further put EyeLoc into practice, we show the detailed
design of three function components (shown in Fig. 2) step
by step.

an observed POI. Human eyes form a binocular vision system,
which enables us to estimate our distance and direction to an
observed POI. Smartphone vision differs significantly from
human vision. First, not all smartphones have been equipped
with dual or triple cameras. It is hard to extract the distance
and direction of an observed object from a monocular image
except there is a preconfigured Structure from Motion (SfM)
based model or learning based model. However, both of
these two approaches require a large set of images for model
training, which incurs the heavy burden of site survey. Second,
humans have practiced a lot since childhood, so camera
calibration [18] is a must to achieve accurate estimation. Since
the parameters of camera calibration are not explicitly known
for those smartphones, the complicated operation induces
unacceptable difficulty to bootstrap this ability for common
users. In EyeLoc, the question is can we estimate distance and
direction as the geometric descriptor of an observed object
through the monocular view images of circle shoot?

r

GPS localization, EyeLoc queries indoor map providers to
obtain floor-plane images. During the circle shoot, Eyeloc
uses the camera and motion sensors (e.g., compass, gyroscope,
accelerometer) to continuously capture view images and corresponding motion attributes (e.g., camera facing direction, angle
velocity). Section III-C shows the design details.
POI Extraction. Taking the information of view images and
floor-plan images as input, the second part extracts geometric
information of observed POIs in both vision space and floorplan space. Because text detection and recognition are timeconsuming, we need to extract enough geometric information
while keeping the number of processed images as small as possible. EyeLoc filters out some view images which are blurred
or have error motion attributes. Then EyeLoc develops a sparse
image processing method to extract geometric information of
all observed POIs from the rest of the images and keeps the
number of processed images small. On the other hand, after
extracting all POIs on the floor-plan image, EyeLoc obtains the
positions of the observed POIs in floor-plan space by matching
their names. The detailed design is illustrated in Section III-D.
Position Matching. With the geometric information of
the observed POIs, EyeLoc now projects the user’s position
and heading direction onto floor-plan space. The redundancy
of the observed POIs is explored to mitigate unavoidable
errors of geometric information in vision space and positions
in floor-plan space. The observed POIs are grouped into
tuples. Each POI tuple can be used to calculate the user’s
position and heading direction with geometric constraints. The
localization errors of different tuples are diverse with the
same measurement errors. EyeLoc combines several inferred
positions and the corresponding errors to vote the final user’s
position and heading direction. The detailed design is shown
in Section III-E.
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Fig. 4. Illustration of distance error in terms of the error of θ2 and k. (a) and
(b) show the distance error under different θ2 and k when other parameters are
fixed.

It is confirmative that the direction information of a POI
can be constructed with the monocular view images of circle
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Algorithm 1 Geometric Constraints Extraction Algorithm

(a)

(b)

(c)

Input: 3 POIs sorted as their appearance order; the directions of the
corresponding EyeLoc sightline δ1 , δ2 , δ3 in vision space.
Output: d12 , d23 , d31 , θ12 , θ23 and θ31 .
1: vector of POI1 EyeLoc sightline v1 = (sin δ1 , cos δ1 ).
2: vector of POI2 EyeLoc sightline v2 = (sin δ2 , cos δ2 ).
3: vector of POI3 EyeLoc sightline v3 = (sin δ3 , cos δ3 ).
4: d12 = v1 × v2 , d23 = v2 × v3 and d31 = v3 × v1 .
5: θ12 = (δ2 −δ1 ) mod 360◦ ; θ23 = (δ3 −δ2 ) mod 360◦ ; θ31 =
(δ1 − δ3 ) mod 360◦

(d)

Fig. 5. An example of the sightline change during circle shoot in physical
space.

shoot. We define the EyeLoc sightline of an object as the
virtual line between the object and the user. For example, as
shown in Fig. 3, given a POI P and a user H, the EyeLoc
sightline is HP . O is the optical center of the camera lens
and C is the center of the image plane. H, C and O are
approximately kept on the same line all the time during circle
shoot. When the user is facing P , HP coincides with CO and
its direction can be measured by smartphone motion sensors
[19]. During circle shoot, however, the user’s facing direction
is continuously changing. For example, C1 O1 and C2 O2 are
not aligned with HP . The key observation is that when CO
and HP are aligned, F that indicates the position of P on a
view image will coincide with C. Otherwise, it will appear at
the side of C as F1 and F2 show. As shown in Fig. 5(b), (c)
and (d), when a user turns in clockwise during circle shoot
(e.g., Fig. 5(a)), for shop “MOUSSY”, its text bounding box
will appear from left to right in the view images. EyeLoc finds
the view image (e.g., Fig. 5(c)) of which the text bounding box
is at the center, then the direction of EyeLoc sightline can be
estimated by motion sensor.
To enable distance estimation with monocular vision, it is
possible to exploit the camera motion of circle shoot to imitate
a binocular vision system. As shown in Fig. 3, the distance
between the POI P and the user H is indicated as d. The
distance between H and the optical center of smartphone
camera lens O1 is r. The focal length of the smartphone
camera lens f is unknown for most smartphones. θ1 indicates
the intersection angle between line HO1 and EyeLoc sightline
HP . Since 4F1 O1 C1 is similar to 4P O1 K1 , we have the
following equation:
F1 C1
f
=
(1)
d sin θ1
d cos θ1 − r
where F1 C1 indicates the pixel offset between F1 and C1.
Combining the same equation under another angle θ2 (θ1 6=
θ2 ), we can derive d as follow:
d=r

sin θ1 − k sin θ2
cos θ2 sin θ1 − k cos θ1 sin θ2

(2)

where k equals the ratio between F1 C1 and F2 C2 . If θ1 , θ2 , k and
r are known, the distance d can be calculated. As the direction of
HP , HO1 and HO2 can be obtained by motion sensors, θ1 and θ2
can be calculated. For a shop, we recognize the center of its text
bounding box as F1 and F2 on a view image so that F1 C1 , F2 C2
and k can be calculated. r can be roughly estimated according to
human arm length. In this way, EyeLoc can estimate the distance of
a POI without any prior knowledge of camera parameters in large
shopping malls.

Since the error of θ and k estimation is inevitable, we further
conduct the error analysis. We assume r is 0.5m. Given θ1 , θ2 and
k are 24◦ , 12◦ and 2.11, d will be 5.48m. We change one parameter
(e.g., θ1 , θ2 , k) to calculate the distance error when other parameters
are fixed. The results are shown in Fig. 4. Surprisingly, given the
distance as 5.48m, the distance error is huge when θ1 , θ2 and k
have a small bias. The distance error is getting to 1.97m, when θ1
decreases from 24◦ to 23.9◦ . Similarly, when θ2 increases from 12◦
to 12.1◦ , the distance error increases from 0m to 2.68m. 0.1◦ error is
common for the facing direction measurement with motion sensors.
The same trend happens on k. When k increases from 2.11 to 2.16,
the distance error increases from 0m to 3.77m. Due to the limitation
of image resolution, given that F1 C1 is as large as 1000 pixels, 0.05
error of k means about no more than 50 pixels error of F2 C2 which
is hard to achieve due to the relatively large estimation error of text
bounding box. When θ1 increases or θ2 and k decreases a little, the
situation is getting even worse. Hence, due to the limitation of motion
sensor precision and image resolution, the potential huge error makes
the distance estimation unpractical currently.
Overall, in our smartphone vision system, for a POI, we only
use the direction of its EyeLoc sightline as the geometric descriptor
to develop an error-controllable localization model (Section III-B).
To accurately and efficiently trace the sightline of a smartphone,
we further develop several countermeasures in Section III-D and
Section III-E. We leave the accurate distance measurement using a
monocular vision system as our future work.

B. Geometric Localization Model
After we obtain the direction of the EyeLoc sightline of several
POIs, the next question is how to construct constant geometric
constraints, then figure out the user’s position and heading direction
on the floor-plan image.
Let us show the constant geometric constraints through an example. As shown in Fig. 6(a), H is a user’s position. The user observes
3 POIs (e.g., POI1 Miss Sixty, POI2 UGG and POI3 GAP) in their
appearance oder and Nv indicates the north direction in vision space.
As shown in Fig. 6(b), H also indicates the user’s position. 1, 2
and 3 represent the corresponding center of text bounding boxes of
3 observed POIs. Given the coordinate system X-Y of the floorplan image, (x1 , y1 ), (x2 , y2 ) and (x3 , y3 ) are the corresponding
coordinate of 1, 2 and 3. Nf is the north direction in floor-plan space
which aligns with Y axis. In vision space, the directions of EyeLoc
sightline δ1 , δ2 and δ3 can be estimated. However, since Nv and Nf
may not be aligned with each other, we cannot directly determine the
coordinate of H with these directions in floor-plan space.
We have two constant geometric constraints in both vision and
floor-plan spaces. The first is the rotation direction of circle shoot
is constant. The 3 POIs will appear in the same order (e.g.,
POI1 →POI2 →POI3 and 1 → 2 → 3) along the rotation direction.
We use d12 , d23 and d31 to indicate the rotation direction between
each pair of adjacent POIs. The other is that, according to the similar
triangles, 6 POI1 HPOI2 , 6 POI2 HPOI3 and 6 POI3 HPOI1 equal to
6 1H2, 6 1H2 and 6 1H2. The 3 intersection angles are indicated as
θ12 , θ23 and θ31 . The rotation direction and the intersection angles
between any two POIs sever the constant geometric constraints for
both vision space and floor-plan space. Alg. 1 exhibits the details to
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Fig. 6. Illustration of the model used to localize a user’s position on floor-plan image with 3 observed POIs. (a) and (b) exhibit a constant geometric constraint
in both vision space and floor-plan space. (c) shows the model to calculate the user’s location with the extracted geometric information.

Algorithm 2 Arc Calculation Algorithm
Input: 2 POIs, POI1 and POI2 , sorted as their appearance order;
the rotation direction d12 ; the angle θ12 between the directions
of the corresponding EyeLoc sightline in vision space; the
corresponding coordinates (x1 , y1 ) and (x2 , y2 ) in floor-plan
space.
Output: The coordinate of circle center (xo , yo ); the length of circle
radius R.
~ as d12 =
1: p
pixel distance and slope of the chord 12
−x2
(x1 − x2 )2 + (y1 − y2 )2 and k = xy11 −y
.
2
2: if θ12 equals to 180◦ then
3:
H is on the segment between POI1 and POI2 . (xo , yo ) and R
are set as NULL.
4: else if θ12 > 180◦ then
5:
θ12 = 360◦ − θ12 .
6: else if θ12 equals to 90◦ . then
2 y1 +y2
, 2 );R = d12 /2
7:
(xo , yo ) = ( x1 +x
2
8: else
d12
9:
R = 2 sin
; two possible coordinates (xo1 , yo1 ) and
θ12
(xo2 , yo2 ) of circle center are calculated by Equ. 5.
10:
set (xo , yo ) as (xo1 , yo1 )
11:
calculate the rotation direction do12 = vector(xo − x1 , yo −
y1 ) × vector(xo − x2 , yo − y2 )
12:
if d12 · do12 > 0 ⊕ θ12 < 90◦ . then
13:
set (xo , yo ) as (xo2 , yo2 ).
14:
end if
15: end if

determine the d12 , d23 , d931 , θ12 , θ23 and θ31 given 3 POIs and their
corresponding directions of EyeLoc sightline.
Given POI coordinates ((x1 , y1 ), (x2 , y2 ), (x3 , y3 )), rotation direction (d12 , d23 , d31 ) and intersection angle (θ12 , θ23 , θ31 ), we
need a method to calculate the coordinate (xH , yH ) of the user’s
position H in floor-plan space. As shown in Fig. 6(c), given the
coordinates of two POIs (e.g., 1, 2), the rotation direction d12 and
the intersection angle θ12 , if θ12 is 180◦ , H is on the segment
between 1 and 2. Otherwise, the possible position of H is on an
~ as the chord and θ12 as the inscribed
arc that takes the segment 12
angle.
The pixel distance between 1 and 2 is l12 which equals
p
~
(x1 − x2 )2 + (y1 − y2 )2 . M is the middle point of the chord 12
y1 +y2
2
and it’s coordinate (xM , yM ) equals ( x1 +x
,
).
O
is
the
12
2
2
center of the circle and R is the length of its radius. We use (xo , yo )
◦
to indicate the coordinate of O12 . If θ12 is 90 , O12 and M have the
same coordinate. Otherwise, since 1 and 2 are on the circle, the chord
~ is perpendicular to M O12 and we have the following equation:
12
x1 − x2
yo − yM
=−
=k
y1 − y2
xo − xM

(3)

~ Moreover, the central angle
where k is the slope of the chord 12.
6 1O12 2 is twice the corresponding inscribed angle which equals

180◦ − θ12 and 6 1O12 M is half the central angle 6 1O12 2. Hence,
d12
6 1O12 M = 180◦ − θ12 and R =
. For the length of O12 M ,
2 sin θ12
we have the following equation:
p
l12
(xo − xM )2 + (yo − yM )2 = −
(4)
2 tan θ12
Combining Equ. 3 and Equ. 4, we can obtain (xo , yo ) as follows:
xo = xM ±

kl12
l12
√
√
; yo = yM ∓
(5)
2 tan θ12 1 + k2
2 tan θ12 1 + k2

0
Besides O12 , we obtain another false center of circle O12
which is
~ as a mirror. To filter out the outlier
symmetric with O12 by taking 12
0
O12
, we further exploit the information of the rotation direction d12
and acute/obtuse angle θ12 . If θ12 is an acute angle, O12 is on
~ Otherwise, O12 is on
the same side with H regarding segment 12.
the opposite side with H. In this way, we can identify the unique
coordinate of O12 . Algorithm 2 summarizes the detailed calculation
of O12 and R. Now, we know H is on an arc determined by O12
and R. Similarly, we can calculate another arc where H is on with
POI2 , POI3 and θ23 . We further calculate the intersections of these
two arcs. One intersection is POI2 , the other is the position of H.
In the angel-based geometric localization model, localization bias
may be incurred by an unexpected situation: when H, POI1 , POI2
and POI3 are on the same circle, we cannot localize H through the
geometric constraints of the 3 POIs. This situation rarely happens
in practice as shown in Section V. Moreover, we may be able to
observe more than 3 POIs at large shopping malls. If the situation
has happened, EyeLoc will popup a message to remind the user that
he/she needs to walk several steps and relocalize himself/herself.
When the coordinate of H is known, we can calculate the
directions of HPOI1 , HPOI2 and HPOI3 in floor-plan space. Then,
with δ1 , δ2 and δ3 , we can calculate the angle offset ∆N between the
vision north Nv and floor-plan north Nf . Given any user’s heading
direction (e.g., camera facing direction) in vision space, we can infer
his/her heading direction in floor-plan space. Overall, EyeLoc can
calculate a user’s position and heading direction by observing no
less than 3 POIs. More POIs can further improve the accuracy as
introduced in Section III-E.

C. Raw Data Collection
EyeLoc takes three data sources as input: view images captured by
the camera, view image attributes measured by motion sensors and
the floor-plan image fetched from indoor map providers. The camera
and motion sensors work during the circle shoot, while the user is
moving and the smartphone may be shaking slightly. To control the
consequent measurement errors, as well as the processing latency and
overhead, we conduct the raw data collection as follows:
1) View Images: Two system parameters are crucial to image
shooting. One is the image resolution Ir . The higher its value is,
the text of more POIs can be accurately detected and recognized.
However, the processing time also increases when Ir becomes high.
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Fig. 8. The influence of image blur on the
accuracy of text detection.

Empirically, EyeLoc fixes Ir as 1536p during the circle shoot. The
other parameter is the shooting frequency fs , which means the
interval between two adjacent view images is f1s . A high fs ensures
all surrounding POIs can be recorded when the rotation speed of a
user is fast. Redundant view images also have a negative influence on
processing time. EyeLoc selects a relatively high fs to guarantee the
abundance of raw data. Later in Section III-D a smaller resolution
Ip will be introduced for further image filtering and complement Ir
and fs .
2) Motions Sensor Readings: In most cases, when a user
operates circle shoot, the facing direction of the user and his/her
smartphone camera is the same as illustrated in Fig. 7. We define the
EyeLoc sightline of an object as the virtual line between the object
and the user as shown in Fig. 7. The direction of a sightline δ is
the angle between earth north and the projected direction Z 0 of the
smartphone Z axis, which is measured through the estimation of the
camera facing direction.
We use the motion sensors (e.g., accelerometer, gyroscope and
compass) to capture the camera facing direction. EyeLoc continuously samples the readings of the motion sensors. We collect the
direction of gravity via the acceleration sensors along 3 smartphone
axes (e.g., X , Y and Z ), and determine the direction of north
with compass sensors to calculate the direction of Z in the earth
coordinate system. As a result, the direction of Z 0 and δ are calculated correspondingly. To remove potential magnetic interference and
bursty noise, EyeLoc adopts several methods [19] [20] to calibrate
the camera facing the direction of each view image.
3) Floor-plan Image: Given the coarse GPS readings in a
shopping mall, EyeLoc can fetch the floor-plan images of all floors
in the shopping mall through APIs of indoor map providers. Each
floor-plan image contains the skeleton and name of all POIs on that
floor.
Overall, the raw data collection module outputs a series of view
images, corresponding EyeLoc sightline directions and floor-plan
images. However, the redundancy and measurement errors existing
in raw data will incur computation inefficiency and localization
error. Next, we introduce the methods to improve the efficiency and
robustness.

D. POI Extraction
For the floor-plan image, we use text detection/recognition techniques to collect POI signs and record their coordinates on the floorplan image as shown in Fig. 1(c). As for view images, our goal is to
detect all available POI signs and determine corresponding sightlines.
The angle formed by two EyeLoc sightlines is critical for position
matching in Section III-E. The key issue is how to achieve real-time
performance on smartphones.
1) View Image Outlier Filtering: During raw data collection,
we obtain abundant view images and motion sensor readings. As the
user is moving while the camera and motion sensors are working,
some data contain errors that can significantly influence the localization result. Filtering out those data can also save the processing
time.
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Fig. 9. The angle velocity measured by
different combination of motion sensors.

I2

Fig. 10. Feature point matching in two different view images of the same
POI.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 11. Landmark identification and text bounding box

If a view image is blurred, we cannot detect any text at all. We treat
blurred view images as outliers that should be filtered out. EyeLoc
adopts Laplacian-based operator [21], which is a widely used function
for focus measure, to define the degree of image blur. We randomly
selected 1692 view images from the whole data set shot in two large
shopping malls (Section V). We guarantee there is at least one POI
sign in each of these view images. In Fig. 8, the black curve shows
the Laplacian variances of these images are distributed from 0 to 400.
The larger the variance is, the less the image blur is, as shown in
the comparison between the example view images with variance in
the range [0,20] and [300,320]. In a view image, if the length of any
recognized text string is more than 2, it is text-detectable. We further
select 15 view images from each level of image blur to evaluate the
probability of text detection under different levels of image blur. The
red curve shows that the probability of text detection is higher than
80% when the Laplacian variance is larger than 80. Hopefully, we
should filter out those view images whose Laplacian variance is less
than 80 because it is hard to detect any text clues from it. Thus, we
define a threshold ∆Lap (e.g., approximate 80) to determine whether
a view image is blurred or not.
Moreover, the smartphone vibration around Y axis and Z axis
can influence the position of a POI on view images. As a result, the
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δ = δ1 +

d1
(δ2 − δ1 )
lf

(6)

When we recognize the text bounding box of a POI from a view
image, we use its adjacent images which probably contain the same

Error User Position
Error POI

POI2

Error User Position

POI3

POI3

POI2
de

de

POI1

Re

Y axis

H
Y axis

estimation error of EyeLoc sightline may increase. The gyroscope
outputs the angular velocity around p
3 axes as ωx , ωy and ωz , then
the total angular velocity is ω =
ωx2 + ωy2 + ωz2 . On the other
hand, we can also calculate the angular velocity ω 0 given the Z 0
direction of two adjacent view images and the corresponding time
interval. We conduct a circle shoot by setting fs as 2Hz. During
circle shoot, we manually vibrate the smartphone as a common user
does when the picture ID is from 15 to 18 and from 26 to 30. As
shown in Fig. 9, the angle velocity difference between ω and ω 0 is
close to zero as usual. However, smartphone vibration will obviously
increase the difference. This observation indicates different motion
sensors have different sensitivity for the vibration. Hence, EyeLoc
sets a threshold ∆ω and filters those view images when the angular
velocity difference is larger than ∆ω .
2) Text Filtering and Matching: In large shopping malls, text
may appear or extract anywhere. It is possible to detect multiple
text strings from a view image. Fig. 11 shows the case in the office
environment. The top figures are RGB scene pictures and the bottom
figures exhibit the red text bounding boxes on corresponding binary
images. We can see that besides the desired text bounding box of
“STARBUCK”, many redundant ones are also extracted from the
textures of curtains, tables and switches. Moreover, in Fig. 11(a),
only part of “STARBUCK” are recognized. Situations in shopping
malls can be more complex since the name of a POI may appear at
multiple places.
EyeLoc filters out the irrelevant and duplicate text bounding boxes
through the following steps. First, given the minimum and maximum
length of POI names extracted from floor-plan images, EyeLoc filters
out the illegal text strings. Second, we group the rest of the text
strings. Two text strings belong to the same group when the difference
between them is smaller than a threshold ∆t . The difference between
the two text strings is defined as the ratio between their Levenshtein
Distance [22] and the maximum string length. Given the list of POI
names extracted from floor-plan images, EyeLoc further removes
those invalid groups whose text strings are not on the list (i.e., the
similarity is smaller than ∆t in comparison with any POI name).
Finally, in each valid group, EyeLoc combines the coordinates of all
text bounding boxes to calculate the average value as the unique text
bounding box position of the observed POI on the view image. In this
way, EyeLoc identifies available POIs and corresponding positions of
text bounding boxes on a view image.
3) Sparse Image Processing: After filtering the outliers of view
images, for all observed POI, we need to exactly find the view images
(e.g, Fig. 5(c)) where the corresponding text bounding boxes appear
in the middle. The intuitive approach is to process all view images,
but this will incur heavy networking and computation burden as the
sampling frequency fs is set high. Even worse, the desired view
image may not be captured or blurred. Instead of processing every
view image to extract the geometric information of all potential POIs,
EyeLoc develops a sparse image processing approach to achieve the
same goal. The key idea is after the position of a text bounding box
is known from a view image (e.g., Fig. 5(b)), we can enable EyeLoc
sightline estimation of a POI with one more view image which
contains the same POI (e.g., Fig. 5(d)) by feature point matching.
As shown in Fig. 10, given two view images I1 and I2 , the text
bounding box of I1 is extracted and it is d1 pixel from the middle
line. Then, in I2 , we use ORB algorithm to extract the same feature
points which fall into the text bounding box of I1 . Given a feature
point, its coordinates on I1 and I2 arep
(x1 , y1 ) and (x2 , y2 ). The
pixel distance of the feature point is
(x1 − x2 )2 + (y1 − y2 )2 .
The average pixel distance of all feature points is indicated as lf .
Due to the approximate constant ratio between pixel distance and
central angle, given their direction as δ1 and δ2 , we can calculate the
direction δ of the POI EyeLoc sightline as following:

θ12

H

θ’12

POI1

X axis

X axis

(a) POI Error

(b) Direction Error

Fig. 12. The localization sensitivity regarding (a) POI error and (b) direction
error.

POI to calculate the direction of POI EyeLoc sightline with Equ. 6.
To extract the geometric information of all observed POIs, the
problem becomes to quickly target a view image for each observed
POI. Given n view images {I1 , I2 , ..., In }, we set a step length ∆s
and view images {I∆s , I2∆s , ..., Ik∆s } (k = b ∆ns c) are selected
for processing. Hopefully, if the minimum number of view images
of a POI is larger than ∆s , EyeLoc cannot miss the view image
of any observed POI. However, due to the possible failure of text
recognition, we may miss some POIs so that no enough POIs are
extracted. In this case, EyeLoc will exponentially reduce ∆s and
reprocess the new view images until at least 3 POIs are extracted or
all view images are processed. Overall, we can fetch enough available
POIs and corresponding directions of EyeLoc sightline as soon as
possible for later location matching. Next, we remove the potential
estimation errors to achieve accurate location matching.

E. Position Matching
According to the localization model in Section III-B, the user’s
position can be localized with three observed POIs, called localization
tuple. Fig. 12 shows the measured POI coordinates of a localization
tuple (e.g., POI1 , POI2 , POI3 ) and the calculated user’s position H.
The corresponding measured intersection angle θ12 , θ23 and θ31 are
120◦ . The POI text bounding boxes in the floor-plan image may not
exactly align with that in physical space. Due to the POI coordinate
errors, we assume the true POI positions may appear on a circle
around it and the radius is Re . As shown in Fig. 12(a), when moving
the POI1 around a circle with a radius of 3 pixels and keeping the
positions of other POIs fixed, the calculated positions are shown as
the green marks in the figure. Moreover, due to the possible errors
from motion sensor and image processing, θ12 may be inaccurately
0
measured in comparison with the true intersection angle θ12
as shown
in Fig. 12(b). The same situation may happen for θ23 and θ31 . We
assume the error of θ12 , θ23 and θ31 is in the range of [−∆θ , ∆θ ].
For θ12 , Fig. 12(b) shows the possible true positions shown as the
green marks when ∆θ is 10 ◦ . Regarding the errors of P OI1 and
θ12 , the maximum localization errors are indicated as de . The ratio
between de and Re or ∆θ is further defined as the error sensitivity
of a POI or an intersection angle. Given a localization tuple u, we
define its localization error sensitivity les(u) as the sum of the error
sensitivity of all three POIs and three intersection angles.
When k (k ≥ 3) POIs are extracted, we have total m = k(k −
1)(k − 2)/6 localization tuples indicated as {u1 , u2 , ..., um }. For the
ith tuple ui , its localization result and error sensitivity are indicated
as hi and les(ui ). The larger the les(ui ) is, the more accurate the
hi is. Hence, EyeLoc sets the weight wi of localization result hi as
1/les(ui ). Then, the final match location h is calculated as follows:
Pm
wi hi
(7)
h = Pi=1
m
i=1 wi
With h and k extracted POIs, EyeLoc can calculate the user’s heading
direction according to the method in Section III-B.
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IV. I MPLEMENTATION
We implement EyeLoc as a mobile application in Android 7.0.
Fig. 13 demonstrates the user interface (UI) of EyeLoc application
when we conduct experiments in a shopping mall. As shown in
Fig. 13(a), after a user opens EyeLoc application, the view captured
by the camera appears on the smartphone screen. The view keeps
refreshing with the circle shoot. A vertical white line appears in the
center of the screen as the reference. Once a POI appears during the
circle shoot, EyeLoc extracts its text string from the view image. If the
text bounding boxes is aligned with the sightline of the smartphone
camera, a green checkmark appears on the screen like Fig. 13(b). In
this way, users can simply record POIs as many as possible. After
the user finishes the circle shoot, EyeLoc exhibits the user’s position
and heading direction on the floor-plan image as shown in Fig. 13(c).
We discuss several system details and settings as follows.

Fig. 13. The UI of EyeLoc when running in a large shopping mall.
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than 12% of Tesseract and 2% of OpenCV. The text recognition
accuracy of Tesseract and OpenCV is surprisingly low since it is
challenging for the text classifiers and extreme region extraction to
adapt to the complex lighting condition and text format of POI signs.
The average processing time of Baidu Cloud is 2s which is a little
higher than that of OpenCV, but much smaller than Tesseract. Due
to the superior recognition accuracy and low processing time, we
choose cloud processing instead of local processing.
2) The influence of image resolution: We further explore the
performance of Baidu Cloud by using different image resolutions.
We vary the resolution of the 100 images from 180p to 1538p.
The performance is shown in Fig. 14(b). We can see that both text
recognition accuracy and processing time increase with the increase
of image resolution. When the image resolution is 720p, the text
recognition accuracy and average processing time are 54% and 0.74s.
In comparison, the text recognition accuracy and average processing
time increase to 72% and 1.89s when the image resolution increases
to 1536p. EyeLoc chooses Ip to keep the text recognition accuracy
higher than 60%. Meanwhile, EyeLoc minimizes the expected time
for successfully recognizing a POI which is the ratio between the
average processing time and the recognition accuracy. Hence, we
set Ip as 1080p. For outlier view image filtering, according to the
observation of Fig. 8 and 9, we set ∆Lap and ∆ω as 80 and 10◦ /s.

2
1
0

Tesseract

TABLE I
S UMMARY OF SYSTEM PARAMETERS

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 6
18 27 36 48 60 72 96 108 120 153
Image Resolution

(a) Different text recognition ap- (b) Different image resolution
proaches
choices
Fig. 14. The performance under different text recognition approaches
and different image resolution choices

B. Circle Shoot Operation
We set fs as 2Hz, namely EyeLoc shoots 2 view images per
second. The step length for sparse image processing ∆s is set to
be 3. According to our empirical experience, 20% of view images
are observed to be blurred (Fig. 8) and 37% of 1080p view images
encounter text recognition failure (Fig. 14(b)), it is better to obtain at
least 6 view images of a POI (e.g., 3s) to ensure the reliability and
efficiency of POI extraction. That means if there are 5 POIs around
a user, the circle shoot will take 15s at least.

A. Scene Text Detection and Recognition
Scene text detection and recognition techniques serve as a fundamental role in EyeLoc. We compare several existing techniques on
Android smartphones in terms of recognition accuracy and processing
time. Here, we adopt the same method in Section III-D2 to judge the
similarity between two text strings. ∆t is set as 50%. We randomly
select 100 images shot by a smartphone in two large shopping malls.
Some of them are shot at daytime and the others are shot at night.
Each image contains one shop sign which is manually labeled as the
ground truth.
1) Local processing v.s. Cloud processing: According to different processing platforms, we can either perform the text detection
and recognition processes locally on the smartphone, or remotely on
cloud. The approaches of local processing include OpenCV [16] and
Tesseract [17]. We choose Baidu Cloud as the platform for the typical
cloud processing. LTE network, which is available in most shopping
malls nowadays, is adopted to connect the smartphone with the cloud
server.
Given the dataset of 100 images, the recognition accuracy and
processing time are shown in Fig. 14(a). We can see that the text
recognition accuracy of Baidu Cloud is 66%, which is much higher

C. Floor-plan Images
EyeLoc generates high-resolution indoor floor-plan images from
Gaode Maps. Since the font of POI texts on floor-plan images is in
regular print format, the text recognition accuracy is close to 100%.
The resolution of the floor-plan image is set to 2560×1440. Using
the floor-plan image, however, the texts of different shops are often
placed in the middle of the shops’ blocks, while the POIs captured by
EyeLoc are shop signs which are often located on the entrances. The
caused direction and coordinate errors can further lead to possible
localization errors. To mitigate the influence of the floor-plan error,
we refine the shop coordinates with fine-grained floor-plan data
fetched from Gaode Maps. The floor plans are shape files containing
several image layers, depicting shops, roadmaps, and doors. In our
experiments we directly use the coordinates of the “doors” as the
location of POIs (e.g., the blue circles in Fig. 18). The coordinates
acquired this way are more accurate and it is beneficial to improve
localization quality. Moreover, for error sensitivity estimation, we
empirically set ∆θ and Re as 10◦ and 20 pixels. The threshold of
text string similarity ∆t is set to be 50%.
Overall, Table I summarizes all system parameters of EyeLoc.
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V. E VALUATION
We evaluate EyeLoc with different smartphones (e.g., MI 5 and
Huawei Mate 7) in an office environment1 and two large shopping
malls2 . The office environment is a 7m×9m office room. We print 6
shop signs such as NIKE on A4 papers, then hang them on the wall
or curtains in clockwise order. The area of each floor in two large
shopping malls is 7,500 m2 and 10,000 m2 respectively. The area of
the semi-outdoor Outlets is about 70,000 m2 . The distance between
adjacent shops and the width of corridors are much larger than office
and shopping malls. We invited two volunteers (Male, 20-30 years
old) to complete all the experiments both in daytime and at night.
User 1 uses MI 5, User 2 uses Huawei Mate 7. The two users exhibit
different habits as User 1 turns faster than User 2.
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Fig. 15. The reliability of EyeLoc.
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Fig. 16. Different influencing factors.

In the office environment, we uniformly split the office into 18
areas. Users stand at the center of each area to perform circle shoots.
The ground truth is obtained through a laser rangefinder. In the two
large shopping malls and the semi-outdoor Outlets, we mainly select
the positions near entrances, elevators and bathrooms where users
have high localization demands. For each of the 16 positions we
evaluated, we also use the laser rangefinder to measure its ground
truth. The minimum and maximum distances between the user and a
POI are 2.26m and 37.4m in our experiments.

A. The Accuracy of Localization and Heading Direction Estimation
We first discuss the reliability of EyeLoc. As shown in Fig. 15(a)
and Fig. 15(b), in the two large shopping malls, the median errors
of localization and heading direction are 2.6m and 10.5◦ . The 90percentile errors of localization and facing direction increase to
4m and 20◦ . In the office environment, the 90-percentile errors of
localization and facing direction are 1.1m and 8◦ , which are much
better than the performances in large shopping malls. There are two
reasons. First, in the office environment, we can precisely measure
the POI coordinates on the floor-plan images. However, the POI
1 Demos

in the office environment: https://youtu.be/v7CT6gTBNEc, https:
//youtu.be/wCu8STdRG c, https://youtu.be/iT5pdjO6RVk
2 A demo in a shopping mall: https://youtu.be/iHh0R8TkNLo

coordinates suffer larger error due to the position mismatch between
the text bounding boxes and the observed POI signs on the floorplan images obtained from indoor map providers. Moreover, in the
office environment, usually we have only one POI in a view image.
However, in large shopping malls, several signs of the same POI may
appear in a view image, which will introduce error into the sightline
estimation. Given the area as large as 7,500m2 and 10,000m2 , 4m and
20◦ is still relatively accurate for the most location-based services.
In 70,000 m2 semi-outdoor Outlets, the 90-percentile errors of
localization and facing direction are 5.97m and 20◦ . The error of
facing direction is comparable with that in shopping malls. The
localization error, however, is getting large. The reason is that the
distance between user and POIs is larger in Outlets than that in
shopping malls. A small estimation error of POI direction can lead to
more position estimation errors. Hence, although the facing direction
accuracy is similar, the localization error increases in a larger space.
1) The influence of the number of observed POIs: In
position matching, EyeLoc utilizes the POI redundancy to mitigate
the measurement errors of POI coordinates and EyeLoc sightlines.
Fig. 16(a) shows the relationship between the number of observed
POIs and the localization error. We can see the average localization
error decreases as the number of observed POIs increases. Specifically, the localization error decreases by 33.7%/34.9% when the
number of observed POIs increases from 3 to 4/5 in large shopping
malls respectively. This indicates the error mitigation approaches are
effective for improving the localization accuracy. Moreover, 5 or
more POIs cannot provides more useful information for improving
the localization accuracy rather than 4 POIs.
2) The influence of POI distribution: We evaluate the influence of POI distribution on the localization error. Fig. 17 shows the
localization error distribution of 18 experiment positions given the
positions of 6 POIs. The darker the color is, the higher the localization
error is. We can see the localization error is getting higher when the
distance between the user’s position and POIs is large. Moreover, the
top left area is higher than its surrounding area, that is because it is
close to the circle formed by several POIs. According to Section III-B,
when the user’s position and POIs tend to be on the same circle, the
accurate localization will be hard to achieve. Moreover, we give two
experiment positions in shopping mall 1 (Fig. 18(a)) and shopping
mall 2 (Fig. 18(b)). The white areas are roads and the yellow blocks
are shops. The green points are the results of EyeLoc localization. The
red points are the ground truths. The localization error of the position
in shopping mall 1 is 1.56m, but that of the other one is 3.64m.
From the POI distribution on the floor-plan images, we can see the
large error in Fig. 18(b) is because the true position, GLORIA, AFU
and MOFAN tend to on the same circle. In contrast, the position in
Fig. 18 has more POIs which are close to it and uniformly distributed.
Hence, the results suggest that the localization error is indeed related
to the distribution of surrounding POIs, especially when the user’s
position and observed POIs are on the same circle. However, the
situation only happens twice among total 29 positions. If the situation
happens, we will ask the user to walk a short distance and relocalize
himself/herself again.
3) The influence of smartphone hardware: We further evaluate the localization error by using different smartphones at the same
positions in large shopping malls. The results are shown in Fig. 16(b).
We can see the average localization error is 2.66m for MI 5 and
2.51m for Huawei Mate 7. Since User 2 turns slower than User 1,
the more redundant view images make the localization error variance
of Huawei smartphone is smaller than MI 5. Overall, EyeLoc works
well on both smartphones and does not depends on any smartphone
specific hardware and parameters.

B. Processing Efficiency
Another important metric is the processing time, which is from
the end of circle shoot to the user’s position is shown on the screen.
Since the view image processing dominates the overall processing
time, we designed two approaches, namely, outlier image filtering
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Fig. 19. Energy efficiency of EyeLoc
Fig. 17. The distribution of the localization
error in office environment.

Fig. 18. Two experiment positions in two
shopping malls.

and sparse image processing. We evaluate the processing time of
three methods: “All” indicates we process all view images; “Filter”
indicates we only process the view images after filtering the outliers.
“Filter+Sparse” indicates we combine outlier filtering and sparse processing approaches. As shown in Fig. 20, we can see “Filter+Sparse”
outperforms the other two methods and its median processing time
is 18.2s which is 55.5% shorter than “All”. Moreover, the median
processing time of “Filter” is 27.3s which is 36.2% shorter than “All”.
That verifies both outlier filtering and sparse processing are effective
to improve the processing efficiency. In the worst case, the processing
time of “Filter+Sparse” is 37.4s. That means the user can obtain the
localization result in no more than half a minute after circle shoot.
Fig. 21 further shows the processing time on different smartphones.

C. Energy Efficiency
We evaluate the energy efficiency of EyeLoc with Battery Historian [27], which is a tool to analyze battery consumption using
Android “bugreport” files. We decompose EyeLoc to 3 function
modules which are image recording, image processing and location calculation. To evaluate the energy efficiency of each function
module, we set them in infinite loops and continuously run them
for an hour. For each experiment, we charge MI 5 to 100% at the
beginning. We also evaluate the total energy efficiency of EyeLoc
with the same method. For each experiment, we repeat it 3 times
and obtain the average value. The results are shown in Tab. 19.
We can see that among different function modules, the energy cost
of image recording is 1.94 W which is much higher than that of
image processing (0.34 W) and location calculation (0.65 W). Hence,
the network communication of image processing and computation
of location calculations is much more energy-efficient than shooting
images with the camera. In our implementation of EyeLoc, we use
multi-thread to overlap image recording and processing. The circle
shooting usually dominates the operation time of EyeLoc. As a result,
the total energy efficiency of EyeLoc is 2.17 W which is mainly spent
on imaging shooting.

D. Localization Performance Comparison
To compare the localization performance, we implement Sextant [13] and evaluate its performance in the semi-outdoor Outlets.
For each shop, we take 3 high-quality images to construct the visual
clue and localization map. During evaluation, users are well trained
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Fig. 20. The processing efficiency
with outlier filtering and sparse processing.
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Fig. 21. The comparison of processing time on different smartphones.

and follow the rules of Sextant to shoot images. For example, users
manually keep the POI in the middle of the image. The performance
comparison is shown in Fig. 22. We can see the 90-percentile
localization error of Sextant is 6.6m which is 10% higher than
EyeLoc. The reason is that EyeLoc can automatically capture the
angle of POI which is less accurate by using the user dependent
method of Sextant. If users are not well trained, the localization error
of Sextant could be increased since the increasing error of POI angle
estimation.

VI. R ELATED W ORK
In recent years, many works target on developing efficient indoor
localization and positioning systems. However, most of them need
some site surveying. Some of them even need custom hardware.
According to different types of data sources, we divide existing works
into four categories.
Wi-Fi Signal Many indoor localization methods are proposed
based on Wi-Fi signals. One approach is fingerprinting-based. The
Wi-Fi signal patterns serve as the fingerprint that represents every
location. The system manager builds a fingerprint database in the
target areas to initialize localization service. The user’s location
is estimated by matching the measured fingerprint to database
records. RADAR [28], Horus [29], Place Lab [30], PinLoc [31] and
Smart2 [32] use site survey to construct the fingerprint database.
LIFS [23] and Zee [33] further utilize crowdsourcing to alleviate the
burden of labor-intensive site survey. A theoretical analysis around
how good a performance the RSS fingerprinting can achieve is
provided in [34].
The other approach is model-based. The basic principle is the
relationship between the geometric structure from Wi-Fi access point
(AP) to user’s location and the physical features of the received Wi-Fi
signal can be modeled [35]. If the location of Wi-Fi AP is pre-known,
the user’s location can be inferred. Based on the log-distance path
loss (LDPL) model, EZ [36] uses the received signal strength (RSS)
to estimate the signal propagation distance and combines several
estimations of different APs to find the user’s location. SpinLoc [37]
and Borealis [38] observe if a user faces an AP, the RSS is usually
higher than the user turns his back on the AP. After making a full
360◦ turn, SpinLoc and Borealis extract the angle-of-arrival (AoA)
of several APs to determine the user’s location. ArrayTrack [39]
uses antenna array and Wi-Fi signal phase to obtain accurate AoA
spectrum to calculate a user’s location. CUPID [40], SAIL [24],
Chronos [5] and Ubicarse [41] further refine the distance and AoA
measurement methods to achieve high localization precision or adapt
to COST Wi-Fi AP. SpotFi [42] proposes a super-resolution AoA
algorithm to extract AoAs from Channel State Information (CSI).
Visible Light In a typical visible light positioning (VLP) system,
lamps (fluorescent and LED) are served as landmarks. After a light
receiver (smartphone camera or photodiode) obtains several lamps’
location, the light receiver further measures the geometric structure
from the observed lamps to find the user’s location. Luxapose [8]
takes an image which contains several LEDs as input and fetches
LEDs’ AoA to calculate the user’s location. According to inherent
and common optical emission features of both LED and fluorescent,
iLAMP [9] and Pulsar [43] identify a lamp’s location from a preconfigured database by feature matching. iLAMP further combines
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Fig. 22. The localization performance comparison between EyeLoc
and Sextant in semi-outdoor Outlets.

Fig. 23. Summary of existing indoor localization systems

camera image and inertial sensors to infer user’s location. Pulsar
utilizes a custom device to measure the lamp’s AoA, then determine
user’s location.
The other approach is to customize the lamp to establish a mapping
function between the location of light receiver and the corresponding
received light physical features. CELLI [44] develops a custom LED
bulb which projects a large number of fine-grained light beams toward
the service area. CELLI adopts a modulation method to encode
the coordinate of a fine-grained cell into the corresponding light
beam. Thus, the light receiver can obtain its location by visible light
communication. SmartLight [10] uses LED array and a lens to form
the light transmitter. On LED array, different LED lamps use different
PWM frequencies. According to the frequencies of the received light,
the coordinate of the observed LEDs circle can be inferred on LED
array. The location of light receiver can be further calculated by
optical geometric translation function of the lens.
Scene Image Using scene images containing landmark details
and architectural features is also a popular direction. SLAM (Simultaneous Localization and Mapping) aims to output a map as
well as the user’s real-time location. Both 2D and 3D positions are
acceptable. We especially introduce SLAM with the camera as its
main sensor in this paper. A single image and a floor plan is used
as the input in [1] and the main technology is Markov random field.
SfM (Structure from Motion) builds a 3D model from 2D images or
video. Based on the 3D model, we can know the camera pose and
shooting location given another image. iMoon [25] and Jigsaw [45]
adopt SfM to construct indoor 3D model and enable localization
services. Sextant [13] builds a geometrical model with static reference
points and works for a lightweight site survey. All these papers need
a collection of images for site survey, which EyeLoc avoids.
Others Magicol [14] and FollowMe [26] combine the geomagnetic field and user trajectory as the fingerprint to localize user’s
location. With acoustic speakers as the landmarks, Swadloon [46]
and Guoguo [47] use acoustic signal based geometric model and
inertial sensors to localize user’s location. Shenlong Wang, etc. [1]
utilize the floor-plan image and a scene image to localize a user
in large shopping malls. Based on edge, text and layout features of
a scene image, they use Markov random field model to infer the
camera pose on the floor-plan image. However, they need to search
through all possible positions which further incurs huge computation
complexity. Hence, it is not practical on COTS smartphones.
To conclude, compared with these methods, as shown in Tab. 23,
EyeLoc depends on neither pre-deployed infrastructure nor precollected information. Moreover, EyeLoc does not depend on any
custom hardware and can be implemented as a smartphone application. EyeLoc can achieve the comparable accuracy of localization and
heading direction in real large shopping malls which are much larger
than the prototype deployment of the existing indoor localization
systems.

VII. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose EyeLoc, a plug-and-play localization
system for large shopping malls without the burden of system
bootstrap and calibration. EyeLoc enables the smartphone to imitate
human self-localization behavior. After a user opens the EyeLoc

application, he/she carries out the circle shoot and the smartphone
continuously shoots view images meanwhile. After that, EyeLoc
automatically projects the user’s position and heading direction on the
floor-plan image. The evaluation results show that the 90-percentile
accuracy of localization and heading direction is 5.97m and 20◦ .
Moreover, EyeLoc can be extended to other environments (e.g., office
building, train station, airport) where floor-plan and indoor texts are
available. We will extend EyeLoc to these environments in the future.
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